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Artspace-Galleries London is proud to present “Seeing the unseen” the first international
solo exhibition by the talented Brazilian artist, Erminio Francisco de Souza.
Renowned for his abstract expressionism style, Erminio Souza explores the concept of
“Seeing the unseen” and invites the viewer into a hypnotic and mystic voyage.
Mesmerizing and simply beautiful, “Seeing the unseen” is a unique and exciting
opportunity to see the ambitious work of this renowned artist who attempts to stimulate
a discovery of what lies between the fragile boundary of invisibility and the visible.
His brightly coloured work and the repetition of geometric images with interlaced
triangles, circles and lines disturb bit by bit the vision and let appear a three dimensional
virtual image. This subliminal exploration with pure lines and complexes compositions
opens doors toward the enlightenment.
Erminio Souza was born in 1942 in Rio De Janeiro. From 1996, Erminio has multiplied
exhibitions around the world. He has recently received the Heading from Artistic and
Cultural Prominence, for the Brazilian Academy of Art, Culture and History.
Artspace-Galleries was founded in 2006 in Mayfair, the heart of London. Soon after, they opened their
doors to the Parisian public. A prestigious gallery, its aim is to represent and promote emerging
contemporary artists. Its dual nationality - French/English – has allowed the gallery to create a unique
network of international artists and collectors, while offering the artist increased visibility and the
opportunity to show their work in two of the most influential art centres in the world.
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